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***

As  war  drums  beat  across  Africa,  as  China  cleans  up  after  devastating  floods,  as  Maui
searches remains, a tsunami is scheduled to hit Japan Tuesday with predictions of 20 inches
of rain in 24 hours. Climate is changing patterns both naturally and thru geoengineering
with bomb like consequences. And Niger’s military coup has sparked a western reaction –
WAR!

It is playing out like a 4th of July fireworks display with the finale being a ratcheted torrent of
bombs bursting in air! Ordinary people are on edge, their tongues quick to lash out with
anger and even rage.

Are we in the midst of a geoengineered tit-for-tat war?  

The  media  overwhelmingly  claim  the  Maui  fire  was  caused  by  climate  change.  Why?
Because the topsy-turvydom world claims everything nefarious is now caused by climate
change. Vax deaths are because of – climate change. Plane crashes are – climate change.
Citywide chaos is caused by – climate change. All because The Media says so.

The concept  that  a  hurricane south  of  Hawaii  caused the  ‘climate  change’  fires  in  Maui  is
preposterous! According to a past weather graph, the temperatures in Maui were normal,
peaking at 88’, the wind speed was NE peaking at 25 mph at noon. This is normal. Hurricane
Dora never made landfall and was tracked 500 miles ‘south’ of Hawaii amidst Northeasterly
winds blowing southwest. Maui is north of Hawaii.

A normal ‘fast fire’ can travel up to 14 mph. The Maui fire was stated to be traveling at 60
mph.

According to government officials,  the vast majority of the recent fires in Greece and Italy
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were arson.  These coordinated blazes also spread across Croatia,  Portugal,  Spain,  and
Algeria.  In  each  scenario,  the  respective  governments  blamed  ‘arson  terrorists’.  NOT
Climate Change!

Therefore,  what  if  Hawaii  was  a  tit-for-tat  weaponized  reaction  to  the  China  flooding?  Or,
what if it was a US military exercise using Directed Energy Lasers – gone awry…?

Directed Energy Weapons (DEW) use electromagnetic energy via energy lasers and high
power microwave rays. Sonar is used to hone in on a target. They are being developed
and/or are already in use by: US, China, Russia, India, Pakistan, Japan, Korea, UK, Germany,
France, Iran and Turkey. Their impact is somewhat akin to an atomic bomb.

Lockheed Martin: 

“At sea, in the air and on the ground, Lockheed Martin is developing laser weapon
systems ready to defend U.S. and allied forces. Combined with our platform integration
expertise, these systems are designed to defeat a growing range of threats to military
forces and infrastructure across all domains.”

Lockheed,  Northrop,  Raytheon  are  in  various  stages  of  testing  Directed  Energy  Laser
Weapons. It is NOT a conspiracy. Their websites are rife with bravado regarding their ability
to target our ‘enemies’. Certainly, it would not be the first time the US military ‘accidentally’
destroyed a city/town.

The 2010 earthquake in Haiti was considered by ‘conspiracy theorists’ to have been caused
by a HAARP experiment causing tectonic plate shifts. The recent earthquake in Turkey was a
‘threat’ to Erdogan to obey and abide by Western Cartels. OUR Government is a Conspiracy
– incapable of providing anything remotely parallel to Truth.

The power and control these DEW weapons can yield is considered much more efficient than
nuclear.  Yet  governments  continue  to  parlay  the  effects  of  climate  change  as  though  the
military industrial complex is nonexistent.

The Jet Stream: Jet streams are narrow bands of strong wind currents that occur in the
upper atmosphere around 30,000 feet. The jet streams roughly follow the earth’s rotation.
The speed of rotation is fastest at the equator, and slows to zero at the north & south poles.
Typically these air currents flow west to east and when cold air collides with warm air, the
jet stream moves north or south creating curvature blips.

Jet  streams  cause  changes  in  weather,  affecting  high  and  low  pressure  systems  –  and
shaping the weather. Climate enthusiasts assert the opposite – that climate changes cause
jet streams – a scientifically proven false assertion.

According  to  Science  Alert,  today  jet  streams  are  chaotic  and  undefinable.  The  current
fragmentation of the jet streams are fueling catastrophic weather patterns. Scientists are
baffled. As a result, they are calling for more geoengineered manipulation – which will likely
cause more chaos.

The flooding in China is damaging crops.  The western media is  fueling claims that China’s
flooding could result in Xi Jinping’s government being blamed causing a collapse of faith in
his power. And once again, the point of the accusation is to undermine Xi Jinping in order to
insert a western proxy. The secondary point is the creation of a global food shortage.
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The reality is that earth’s weather is comprised of complex atmospheric and subsurface
ecosystems that interact in a completed cycles.

Like a rain forest, if any singular interruption of the eco-balance occurs, the entire system
begins a slow death. When we pound particles at CERN, seed clouds, manipulate climate,
and block the sun,  we are forever  destroying the natural  balance.  And no amount  of
$$$$$$$$$$$$ will reverse the course SCIENCE has crippled.

*
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